Raffles. From Istanbul, with love.
Your guests, surrounded by elegant beauty
… amazed. The service glides between them,
the food delicate, delicious … and supremely
sophisticated. The Ballroom is alive with joyous
conversation and shared laughter. And close by,
the serene space of the Bridal Suite awaits…
Unforgettable.
For more than a century, Raffles has been
a mythical whisper on the lips of life’s
adventurers. In Istanbul we continue that legacy
by creating the perfect place to begin
the adventure of your lifetime.
An oasis for lovers and those who love life,
Raffles Istanbul sits at the heart of the
Zorlu Center, in the most exciting, energising
and romantic city on earth.
You are cordially invited to Raffles Istanbul.
The story continues...

Imagine the perfect event.
From the most intimate of unions to the
grandest of marriages, Raffles Istanbul has
the style and service to exceed your dreams
– whatever the size of your celebration.
From fabulous florists and your own dedicated
event planner, to musicians and waiters and
celebrants and drivers, we can arrange
everything just the way you’ve imagined it
will be. Together our people are devoted
to delivering the most perfect of days.

Our dedicated Wedding Professionals are here to make your vision a reality,
they will be on hand to provide seamless and elegant service to make sure your
celebration is everything you imagined, and more.

BRIDAL SUITE

LONG BAR

ISOKYO

ROCCA

THE RAFFLES CLUB

LONG BAR

Our restaurants and bars offer a selection of individual and
inspiring spaces, perfect for private celebrations.
CHAMPAGNE BAR

Raffles Istanbul Celebrations
Connected to the Bazaars of old and linked to the new
Zorlu Center experience. The modern heart of Istanbul, where art,
music, performance and the world’s most luxurious brands converge.

Facilities

Food & Beverage Facilities

Our rooms are designed for the modern traveller,
but also to take advantage of our location and the
views across the city. Light, airy and contemporary,
they showcase Istanbul at its very best.

We have two restaurants, three bars and lounges,
plus a Raffles Patisserie – each offering a choice
of atmosphere, cuisine and styles.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

62 Deluxe Rooms
52 Premier Rooms
22 Signature Rooms
15 Silhouette Suites
10 Urban Suites
21 Horizon Suites
2 Continents Suites
1 Raffles Suite

Service
Everything you expect – and a few things you
might not. Raffles Istanbul has thought of everything
and special requests are always welcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 hour butler service
Raffles Spa
Indoor and outdoor pool
Multilingual staff
Heated helipad
Car parking

• Rocca – modern Turkish cuisine
• Isokyo – Contemporary pan-asian, the new impulse
of social dining
• Raffles Club – A private lounge that has been
designed to enhance the stay in a private yet
exclusive way
• Long Bar – lively and energetic, the place to see
and be seen
• Lounge 6 – a lively and vibrant terrace with a view
of the city (Summer season only)
• Lavinia – an impressive lobby lounge to relax
and meet friends
• Raffles Patisserie – an oasis of comfort, relaxation
and indulgence

